The Journal of Mixed Methods Research (JMMR) publishes both theoretical and empirical articles that focus on advancing the field of mixed methods research. The editors invite submission of special issue proposals that are congruent with the journal’s purpose. Special issues should be conceptually integrated to address a substantial issue in the field that has broad interest to journal readers. A special issue can reflect thinking of established scholars in the field, as well as newer, innovative scholars.

Proposals for special issues should contain between 1,500 and 1,800 words. They should also contain the following information:

- A statement that explains the relevance and conceptual value of the proposed special issue
- References to support the importance of the topic of the special issue
- Names of potential contributors
- Mechanisms for advertising the special issue for submission of proposals and obtaining a brief (300 word) prospectus from potential contributors. SAGE can issue a call for papers in print journals and online, as well as produce copies for distribution by the special issue editors.
- Plans for review of the prospectus by the special issue editor, two other reviewers, and the two journal editors
- A means to invite authors of the accepted prospectus to prepare a full manuscript with a timeline that corresponds to the publishing deadlines for the selected issue according to SAGE’s production guidelines for JMMR. Potential contributors should also be made aware that submission of their manuscripts does not guarantee publication in the journal. All manuscripts will go through a double blind review process.
- Use of Manuscript Central as a means to review the submitted manuscripts by the special issue editor, three other reviewers, and the two JMMR editors.
- Plans for the special issue editor to write an introduction to the special issue and for commentary on the special issue articles by an appropriate scholar.

http://jmmr.sagepub.com
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